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Meditation Tracker PebbleZ Wants You to Microdose Mindfulness 

Software company Right Alignment brings efficiency to meditation with 
their second iOS app focusing on Apple Watch and HealthKit integration. 
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DALLAS, Texas — August 3, 2022 — Right Alignment announced today the launch of PebbleZ, their 
second app built exclusively for Apple iOS. PebbleZ operates on Apple Watch with an iPhone 
companion app for convenient data reporting. With their new app, Right Alignment aims to expand the 
definition of meditation to include micro-sessions of mindfulness that occur off the yoga mat.


PebbleZ is a lightweight meditation app that also tracks your awareness of mindful thinking. The app 
offers a dual-function interface on the Apple Watch that allows users to log expansive and contractive 
thoughts and which also provides a timer for free-form meditation. All user interactions with PebbleZ are 
capable of being recorded as Mindful Minutes within Apple’s HealthKit functionality.


PebbleZ’s companion app offers a clean, simple iPhone interface to view your progress over time. With 
PebbleZ, Right Alignment hopes to promote distraction-free meditation that includes whatever activities 
a user might deem contemplative or connective outside of the rigid format of guided audio.


The idea behind PebbleZ stems from a Tibetan Buddhist teaching about compassionate thoughts 
illustrated by putting a pebble into one’s pocket each time a mindful moment occurs. Right Alignment’s 
founder, Koa Wood, stressed the importance of not reducing the app’s tracker to positive versus 
negative. “We’re not encouraging self-criticism,” he said. “Instead, we want to give people tools to track 
and promote self-awareness. You can track your moments of calm, clarity, or compassion - it’s up to 
you.” The company hopes that by providing these data points, people can more readily assess for which 
thoughts they make space in their consciousness.
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About Right Alignment 

Right Alignment is a software venture designed to raise consciousness through technology. Modern 
society often applies value to external sources while ignoring intuition, and Right Alignment seeks to 
build tools to bridge this gap. By promoting spiritual and psychological awareness, the company hopes 
to inspire reflection into the words people use and the actions they take. Right Alignment’s founder has 
led projects for some of the world’s largest companies, with a history of writing software for Apple 
devices since the days of NeXT computers. For more information, visit rightalignment.co or use the 
contact below.
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